Advance your Research and Innovation with Support from Tech Access

**Easy Access**
Use advanced manufacturing and biotech and biomedical scientific services and equipment without having to purchase them

**50% GRANT FOR LOCAL SMES FROM ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE**

**Hands-on Training**
Gain experience through real-world applications

**Expert Advice & Consultancy**
Achieve results with the help of qualified technical experts
ABOUT

A*STAR’s Tech Access helps companies, especially SMEs, through technology access with grant support. SMEs can use the latest advanced manufacturing and biotech and biomedical services and equipment to experiment and gain a deeper understanding of their possibilities. Tech Access provides a cost-effective way for SMEs to make informed equipment investment decisions, thereby mitigating upfront risk and capital expenditure.

BENEFITS

Experiment and Explore New Technological Capabilities
Access advanced equipment in real-world applications without having to purchase them upfront. Find what works best for your business and research.

Gain Expert Advice and Training of Equipment
Consult with A*STAR’s technical experts and gain the knowledge to use the equipment effectively to advance your business objectives and research goals.

Minimise Operational Disruptions
Test and deploy technologies at an A*STAR facility away from your shop floor and research lab. Minimise the potential disruptions to your daily operations.

TECHNOLOGIES

Access to a comprehensive suite of advanced manufacturing and biotech and biomedical equipment and services under the guidance of A*STAR’s technical experts.

COST

$800 to $2,200 per day (excludes consumables and depending on type of equipment)

FUNDING

Eligible SMEs can receive up to 50% grant from Enterprise Singapore for qualifying costs

Meet your innovation and research goals with A*STAR Tech Access. Contact us now to find out more.

Email: techaccess@hq.a-star.edu.sg

Scan the QR code below for more equipment details and future technology additions.
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